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Think for Actions Condemns the Edmonton Terror Attack  

 

Think for Actions unequivocally condemns the attacks in Edmonton that injured a police officer and five 

civilians. Our heart felt and deepest sympathies to individuals that are harmed, their families and people 

of Edmonton. .  

 

Dr. Zaidi said, “The ISIS flag and acts of Abdulahi Hasan Sharif represents ignorance and criminal 

mentality that does not follow any religion or laws that govern civilized societies” 

 

Dr. Muhammad Tahir-ul-Qadri published a 475-page Fatwa denouncing terrorism and suicide booming. 

 

As its clear from the Quran, “Whoever kills an innocent life it is as if he has killed all of humanity...”  

(Surat Al-Maidah 5:32). 

 

Canadian council of Imams declaration states, “The sanctity of human life overrides the sanctity of 

religious laws. Islamic rulings do not – and should not – contradict natural laws. Islam is a religion that 

promotes peace, justice, equality, dignity, and freedom for all human beings”. 

 

Muslims Imams and leadership have clear messages, after the London attack in June this year 500 

imams condemn terrorists and refuse to perform funeral prayer for 'vile murderers’, this was to outline 

renewed efforts to combat extremism 

(Independent, UK. Wednesday 7 June 2017) 

 

Dr. Mukarram Zaidi said, “We stand with the people of Edmonton with resilience that these attacks won’t 

divide us nor will they change our life style. It’s an ugly reminder of violent extremism that we all face 

and one-day together will defeat it.  
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